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ABOUT US
In this brochure, we have gathered for you the most important information on our past and present activities,
achievements and the changes. Year 2021 was a year of great experimentation, modest achievements and increased self awareness. Year 2022 will be the continuation, wider collaboration and glocalization. By glocalization we mean, to diversify the board of directors and membership, to keep up with national and international activities, as well as to form a stronger collaboration with local/regional municipalities and associations.
Currently SKY is run by its Board Members who are from Uusimaa, Porvoo, Jyväskylä, Seinäjoki, Hämeenlinna, Tampere and Oulu. We also have Members from around Finland and membership opportunities for the ones interested:
www.skyry.ﬁ/apply-for-membership/

BOARD MEMBERS
2022
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HIGHLIGHTED ACTIVITIES

International Women's Day

some such perspectives and learn diﬀerent religions
and cultures’ respective understanding of fasting.
We are now more convinced that, regardless of religion, fasting has personal and social aspects as well
as its divine aspects. It helps people to be a better person, to discover oneself, to empathize and to work on
their limitations. The social aspect is, however, more
about empathy towards the needy, care and compassion towards others, and caring for one another.

Pic: Guest panelists and the moderator Yusuf.

We started the year 2021 with the International Women’s Day webinar titled ‘‘Immigrant women stories in
Finland: social capital, networking and friendship’’.
We listened to our speakers from various countries living in Finland, their networking attempts,
and the incredible consequences of their social capital, which can be watched on our YouTube channel:
Suomen Kulttuurienvälinen Yhteisö

Interfaith Discussion on Fasting:
“Finding similarities in perceived
diﬀerences”

People with various faiths, worldviews, unique practices, and rituals from around the world have made
Finland home. These practices are not necessarily made available to everyone, or we may not know
about them. One of these deeply rooted rituals and
a type of worship is fasting. It is one of the central
aspects of every major world religion, which connects us more closely to our ordinary material lives.
Hunger and the satisfaction of hunger unfold to
bring us together and unite us in a unique yet mundane bond and infuse adherents’ lives with the special and the spiritual. . In May 2021, SKY held the interfaith panel discussion on fasting online to listen to

Pic: Panelists of the event from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rju9q_CABJo

Webinar in coopera�on:
No one wants to be a refugee
SKY in cooperation with Nicehearts ry and its Naapuriäiti / Neighbourhood Mothers project organized an
event, where refugees in Finland talked about their personal experience, their struggle, hopes, and dreams.
The aim of the event was to raise refugees’ voices in
Finland, to increase awareness and tackle discrimination and prejudice against minority groups in Finland.
“I noticed how the audience was engaged, curious and supportive and I realized even more
how much these kinds of events are needed.

The guest speakers in the event were extremely brave
in sharing such a lived and emotional story with us.
The message of ‘No One WANTS to be a Refugee’ was
loud and clear. The speakers shared how happy and
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secure their life was before they were forced to leave
their home country. They share their strength in putting a brave face in front of their children, who didn’t
have a clue of what was going on. Hearing this inside
struggle of a parent left a signiﬁcant impact on me”
says Dana Graydi, a guest author. Here is the link to
the blog post inspired from this event:
https://www.skyry.ﬁ/blog/the-power-of-sharing/

Living Library: Finland from the
eyes of an immigrant

as the volunteer of the year 2021. Ilkhom will serve as
an ambassador for volunteering for the following year
(2022). Member of Parliament Pirkka-Pekka Petelius,
who was in this year’s Electoral Council and chaired
the parliamentary volunteering support group, points
out that the local and concrete projects innovated by
Ilkhom Khalimzoda could be directly conceptualized
for wider national use. “In just a few years, Khalimzoda has done a tremendous job of promoting an immigrant-friendly atmosphere and encouraging people
from diﬀerent backgrounds to socialize,” says Petelius.

SKY, in cooperation with the UN Youth of Finland and
UN Association of Jyväskylä hosted: Finland from the
eyes of an immigrant in Helsinki which was a part of the
National Youth Peace Week events (20.9. – 25.9.2021).
We were able to hear three stories of immigration
to Finland, unbelievable achievements, and future
hopes by the young speakers that have ﬂed their
homeland and found a welcoming embrace in the
hearts of Finns in Finland. They shared about their
integration, goals, and future input into Finnish society. All of them especially indicated the importance
of security and acceptance that Finland has oﬀered.
Vuoden vapaaehtoinen 2021- Ilkhom Khalimzoda

Kansalaisareena states that the aim of the campaign
is to increase the value and visibility of volunteering
through the award. The campaign is looking for someone who can be a long-standing volunteer or a newcomer. He volunteers with heart and inspiration anywhere
in Finland or in any ﬁeld. He can be a community driving force, a skilled inspirer, an inventive action developer, or an otherwise deserving and active volunteer.

Pic: Speakers and guests from the homepage archive

Youth Peace Week is inspired by the UN Security
Council Resolution 2250: Youth, Peace and Security which highlights the role of youth in peacebuilding
and conﬂict-prevention. The week aims to promote
the objectives of the resolution by advancing peace
education amongst youth and encourages youth’s
involvement in peacebuilding processes by providing them with low-threshold opportunities to engage
with diﬀerent organisations that work in the ﬁeld.

Vuoden vapaaehtoinen
2021

Volunteer of the Year 2021 /
Vuoden vapaaehtoinen 2021
The Kansalaisarena has been awarding the Volunteer of the Year award since 2013. In total, 89 nominations have been received for the award and ten
participants who received the highest votes from the
public have been selected as ﬁnalists. Two members
of Suomen Kulttuurienvälinen Yhteisö (SKY), (1) Ilkhom
Khalimzoda and (2) Selim Temiz, was promoted to the
short-listed top ten ﬁnalists with their brilliant work.
The Electoral Council has selected Ilkhom Khalimzoda,
the chair of SKY, who actively promotes intercultural dialogue, equality, and the inclusion of immigrants,
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Selim temiz: Volunteer of the year-2021 ﬁnalist

We thank everyone who participated in this year’s
campaign and congratulate Ilkhom and Selim on their
success.
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PROJECTS THAT SKY HAS INITIATED
The Apple project / Omena Projekti
Goodwill initiative – Apple project’s second year has been completed. The project aims to create a more interconnected community space. SKY members have collected apples from generous donors of the city of Hämeenlinna, Jyvaskyla, Tampere, Vantaa and Helsinki to share with others. ‘‘We had an amazing experience meeting
many people who shared apples, and who received’’, says SKY volunteers.
“I think the only universal language is love. If everyone speaks this language, the world will become a paradise.
In fact, the summary and purpose of the apple project is this sentence” says Mustafa, the member of SKY who
has coordinated the project in Hämeenlinna.
Almost 500 kilos of apples have been shared in the Hämeenlinna region. The project will increase international
cooperation and dialogue, and people will get to know each other. Apples were given by 5 families and received
by 47 families. Donors and recipients consist of both Finnish and foreign born people in Finland. Mustafa also
thanked the municipality of Hämeenlinna for their interest and support in the project. We are keeping & planning to continue the good relations with the people in contact and would like to thank all stakeholders in this
initiative. A blog post about the overall experience of the apple project is published and available here: https://
www.skyry.ﬁ/blog/omenaprojekti/

Project also got some visibility from the regional newspaper Hämeen Sanomat
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Learn Finnish through songs
“Musical Aspects of language as tone, pauses, stress, and timbre are sonorous units into
which phonemes, the consonant and vowel sounds of language, are later placed” (Mora)
For the ﬁrst time, we launched a pilot project: Language course through the Finnish songs in May 2021.
This was a unique opportunity as well as a learning
experience online, where people from various musical and
language backgrounds came
together to learn and practice
Finnish with well known, meaningful and culturally rich songs
from Finland. That gave an opportunity to also learn about
the singers, dedication and excitement of their songs.
As the project was a success and learning Finnish has
never been so fun, we decided to keep our hands-on
music and continue our ‘Learning Finnish Through
Songs 2’ project in Hämeenlinna. The course has been
organized with the municipality of Hämeenlinna and
18 enthusiasts from ten diﬀerent nationalities took

part in the course. Music and songs helped the attendees to deposit new words and sentences, understand
the Finnish culture, traditions, music, history, habits, hobbies, and geography. Participants understood
the meaning of the songs and sang them. The course
also celebrated Father’s Day and Christmas. Every day
of the course, various Finnish songs were sung to the
accompaniment of live music.
In addition, participants played
their traditional instruments,
and new people and cultures
were introduced. According to
the participants, the lessons
were very fun and productive.
The program promoted dialogue between people of diﬀerent nationalities.
In this pandemic situation, to make language learning
enjoyable and a lifelong lasting experience, we continue our ‘Learning Finnish Through Songs 3’ project
in Tampere in 2022. SKY cooperates with Koko- Hanke Tampere, Tampere City and Turvapaikka-, Maahanmuutto- Ja Kotouttamisrahasto for the course.

Oppii Suomea Musiikin
Kautta

Pic: The ﬁrst lesson from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWceKtGZ7Fg

Panel: Religious Perspectives on Violence against Women
For the last 30 years, between the 25th of November and 10th of December, UN Women has
been organizing a worldwide campaign called
“16 Days of Activism”. The campaign focuses on
awareness-raising about violence against women.

Pic: Panelist and hosts The event can be watched via https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uJ8OTqoe0o
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In this respect a panel discussion on the topic of Religious Perspectives on Violence against Women was
held on the 9th of December 2021, by SKY in cooperation with the Neighbourhood Mothers project.
Six panelists discussed the topic from the perspective of Judaism, Buddhism, Bahai, Hinduism, Islam,
and Christianity. With this panel, we emphasized
the cultural and religious sensitivity in the work with
women who might experience violence. The panel
echoed the campaign organized for the International Day on Violence Against Women & International
Human Rights Day, to end violence against women.
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NEW FORMATION: SKY YOUTH
Suomen Kulttuurienvälinen Yhteisö Youth (SKY Youth)
was born as a consequence of a long and fruitful discussion at the end of 2021 and will start its ﬁrst year in
January 2022.
It aims to engage youth in volunteering activities in
a wide range of topics and activities in correspondence with the aim of SKY, which is to empower the
youth and work towards a more inclusive society with equal opportunities and responsibilities.

SKY Nuoriso meeting in Helsinki

Sky Nuoriso members met for a workshop in Helsinki! This meeting gave an opportunity for the
members to have brain-storms together which resulted in great ideas for future projects. Being all
together also created an exciting and fruitful environment which brought all the members closer.

BLOG: PRACTICAL ADVICE FROM NEWCOMERS IN FINLAND
PICTURE
Every geographic region, country and localities have certain commonalities and diﬀerences. Finland in this regard is not an exception. Starting from its 187,888 lakes, climate, customs and traditions to its heterogeneous
inhabitants lifestyle and way of socialization. Given the fact that most of our board members have come from
various geographical locations and cultures, we thought surveying them about their perception of do’s and don’ts
in FInland would be useful primarily for ourselves to reﬂect on our experiences, and also to other newcomers
who might ﬁnd this survey useful. We overall have received around 60 diﬀerent responses with pieces of advice.
Through a quick thematic analysis we have concluded the ﬁnal number of themes to ten, where each theme
has from 3 to 10 pieces of advice. You can reach it from our website in Finnish, Turkish and English languages.
https://www.skyry.ﬁ/blog/10-themes-or-thinks-every-newcomer-in-ﬁnland-should-consider/
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